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In this paper we are concerned with the question: How does the solution 
of a constrained minimization problem vary when the constraints and/or 
the objective function are varied ? In particular we ask for conditions on the 
constraints, the objective function, the manner in which the constraints are 
varied, for the minimum (or more precisely, the point at which the minimum 
is attained) to vary in some sort of continuous manner. 
This question arose in some work on chemical equilibrium theory. The 
equilibrium composition of a chemical system can be determined as the 
composition which minimizes the Gibbs free energy function subject to the 
constraints imposed by the mass balance laws. The continuity of the equili- 
brium composition as a function of the free energy function and the mass 
balance constraints is of interest for two reasons. First, the continuity of this 
function is equivalent to the stability of the constrained minimization pro- 
blem. Stability is of crucial importance in determining the equilibrium com- 
position by numerical methods. Second, this function must be continuous 
in order for the assumption of instantaneous equilibrium in a slowly changing 
dynamic chemical system to be valid. 
Functions defined as the solutions of constrained minimization problems 
are also encountered in such areas as economics and game theory. The 
continuity of these functions is of interest for much the same reasons as in 
the case of chemical equilibrium theory. 
One difficulty in treating this question is that the minimum may not be 
unique. We resolve this difficulty in two ways: (1) by dealing with the set of 
minima and using an appropriate notion for the continuous variation of a set, 
(2) by finding conditions for the continuous variation of the minimum, 
whenever it is unique. 
It turns out that the variation of the objective function offers little difficulty 
and can be dealt with easily in two theorems. Thus, we concentrate largely 
on the dependence of the set of minima (or of the unique minimum) on the 
constraint set. 
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In Part I we deal with the general problem. In Part II we deal with the 
special case that the constraint set is defined by linear inequalities and 
equations. That is, we ask for conditions that the set of points, x, which 
minimizef(x, p) subject to the constraint hat ax < b, is a continuous func- 
tion of the parameters p, the matrix a, and the vector b. Here f is a real- 
valued function defined on En x P, where P is the space in which p varies. 
I. THE GENERAL PROBLEM 
Section I.1 
Let {A,,} be a sequence of subsets of a metric space X. We define the outer 
limit, liw,, A, , by 
lim A, = {x E X 1 x = Fi: xni , where {ni} is an infinite sub- 
n* 
sequence of the integers and xni E A,,}. 
We define the inner limit, l&r,+,, A,, , by 
lim A,, = {x E X 1 x = !+ir x, , where x, E A, for all but a 
Gs 
finite number of rr}. 
If liw- A, = limn.+m A, we say that the limit, liw,, A,, , exists and set - 
lim A, = lim A, = lim A,. 
n-x0 WKO n-K0 
If Y is any subset of X, then Y is the topological closure of Y and Bndry Y 
is the boundary of Y. 
The following properties follow immediately from the definitions. We let I 
denote the set of all infinite subsequences {Q} of the positive integers. 
iii A,, = u lim Ani. 
{n,kI i+m 
lim A, = n lim A,, . i-%0 n-m {+I 
(1.1.1) 
(1.1.2) 
E 4 = ;,i jm An) . (1.1.3) 
.z E 
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lim A, 
n-=3 
and lim A, 
12+X 
are closed. 
If A, C B, for all sufficiently large n, then 
KA,ClimB, 
n+co n-+02 
and lim A, C lim B, . (1.1.5) 
TL-bCO zz 
If A, = A for all sufficiently large n, then 
lim A, exists 
tI+CC 




If A, is a sequence of convex subsets of En, then 
lim A, is convex. 
n+x 
(1.1.7) 
Suppose that F is a set-valued function from the metric space X to the 
metric space Y. That is, suppose the domain of F is X and that the range of F 
consists of subsets of Y. We define F* to be the function which is defined 
for those x E X for which F(x) contains exactly one element, and F*(x) is 
defined to be that element. Following Berge (El], p. 111) we say that F is 
cZosed at the point x0 E X if, for all sequences {xn} C X and (y,J C Y satisfying 
x, + x0 , yn + yO , y% E F(x,), we have y,, E F(x,). With the above terminology 
this becomes: For all sequences {x~} C X with x, -+ x,, , we have 
lim F(x,J C F(x,). 
n+x 
We say that F is closed if it is closed at each point x E X. 
Note that the associated single-valued function F* need not be continuous 
even though F is closed. For example, the set-valued function from the reals 
to the reals given by 
F(x) = I$’ 
if x # 0, if 
x=0 
is closed, but F* is discontinuous at zero. 
If v is a real-valued function on a metric space X and H is a subset of X, 
we define M(p, 1 H) to be the subset of H where v achieves its minimum. 
More precisely, 
Wp, I HI = lx E H I d4 = inf MY) I Y E HI>. 
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Note that M(q j H) may be thought of as the set of solutions of a con- 
strained minimization problem. If H is a set-valued function from a metric 
space T to X, then M(p, / H(t)) d fi e nes a set-valued function from T to 
X. We will be interested in finding conditions for this function to be a closed 
function of t and for the associated point-valued function M*(p, 1 H(t)) to be 
continuous. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to several results which we will 
find useful in the sequel. Most readers will prefer to defer them until com- 
pleting the rest of the paper. 
THEOREM I. 1.8. Let X be a metric space and let {A,} be a sequence of 
connected subsets of X. Let U be an open subset of X with compact boundary. 






There is a sequence {xn} with 3c, -+ x and x, E A, for n large. Hence, 
x, E A,, A U for n large. Suppose the conclusion does not hold. Then we 
can find a sequence {n,} and points yi E Ani such that yi 4 U. 
For i sufficiently large, xni E Ani n U and yi E Ani - U. Hence, since Ani 
is connected, there is a point zi E Ani n Bndry U, Now &dry U is compact, 




THEOREM 1.1.9. Let X be a locally compact metric space and let {A,} be a 
sequence of connected subsets of X. If limn- A, is nonempty and 
limn+m A, a’s compact, then lim,,, A, is connected. 
PROOF. Suppose not. Then there are disjoint open sets U, I’ C X such that 
liq,, A, C U u V, and U n l&,m A, and V n limn+m A, are both 
nonempty. Since lim+,, A, is compact and X is locally compact, we may 
choose U and V so that U u V is compact. Hence, Bndry (U u V) is 
compact. By Theorem 1.1.8, A, C U u V for n sufficiently large. 
’ Let x E limn+m A, -_ and let x, -+ x with x, E A, for n sufficiently large. 
We have x E liw,, A, C U u V, so we may assume x E U. Then, for n 
sufficiently large, A, C U u V and x, E A, n U. Since A,, is connected, 
- 
A,, C U for n sufficiently large. Hence, 1nn,,, A, C 0. But 0 n V = Q, 
so this contradicts the assumption that V n lima+m A, is nonempty. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM I. 1.10. Let {A,,} be a sequence of subsets of the metric space X. Let 
U be an open subset of X and suppose that 
Then 
(lim A,) n 0 C (lim A,) n U. 
?Z+CC n+x 
lim (A, n 0) = (lim A,) n fr. 
n-Mm 7HKl 
PROOF. A, n UC A, and A, n DC 0, so by (1.1.5) and (1.1.6), 
lim (A, n 0) C (lim A,) n 0. 
Gz n-K0 
By assumption, 
(lim A,) n 0 C (lim A,J n U. 
R+x 924 
Let x r~ (lim A,) n U. Then x = lim,,, x, , where x, E A, for n sufficiently 
large and x E U. Therefore, x,, E A, n U C A, n 0 for n sufficiently large, so 
x E liq,, (A, n 0). This set is closed, so 
(lim A,, n 77) C lim (A, n 0). (Q.E.D.) 
R-103 ?Z+X 
THEOREM I. 1.11. Let y be a point in Em and let {H,} be a sequence of non- 
empty closed subsets of Em. There is a nonnegative convex function q~ defined on 
Em such that M(p, ) Em) = {y} and M(p, 1 H,) = {xn> for some x, E H, . 
Furthermore, given any such v, if y E lim,,, H,, then y = limndoo x,, . - 
PROOF. We construct a sequence {x,} of points in E”, a sequence {A,} 
of real numbers, and a sequence {p)n} of functions on E” such that each se- 
quence is defined for 0 < n < co, x0 = y, and such that for n > 0; 
A A, n+1Gx (2) 
A,IlY-allG~, (3) 
(4) 
where 11 * 11 denotes the usual norm in Em. 
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Set x,, = y, A, = 1, and P)~(x) = // x - x,, /i . Suppose that xi , A, , and p, 
are defined for 0 < i < n. Then M(rpn 1 H,+r) is nonempty because H,,, 
is closed and nonempty, and for any real number 6, {x E En” 1 pn(x) < 6) 
is bounded. Choose x,,, E M(vn 1 H,+&. Choose A,+r to be any real number 
satisfying (I), (2), and (3). Define 9)n+r by (4). 
We now define 
To show that this limit exists it suffices to show that 
pi ,f Ai 11 x - xi 11 = 0. 
z=n 
But 
f 4 II X - Xi II d (2 Ai) II x - y II + f 4 II y - xi II 
i-n i=n i=n 
which tends to zero as n -+ co by virtue of (2) and (3). Since v is the pointwise 
limit of non-negative convex functions, it is non-negative and convex. 
Let Ho = Em and we will show that F achieves its minimum on H, uni- 
quely at x, for n > 0. Note that if we set p-r = 0, then (5) holds for n = - 1. 
LetxEH,,,x#x,. Then 
+ f Ai(ll x - xi /I - /I xn - xi II) 
i=n+1 
> / vn-d4 - ~&n) + An II x - x, I/ 
+ f 4 x - xi II - II xn - x II - II x - xi II> 
i=n+l 
= %-I(X) - 9%-l(%) + (8, - <=!+, Ai) II xrz - x II 
3 w-I(X) - ~)n-&) + $ A, II xn - x /I 
by (2). Hence, by (5) 
d4 - dxn> > $ Aa II xn --XII >o. 
This proves the first part of the theorem. 
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Now suppose y E liq+* H,, . Then there is a sequence {y,} with y,, E H, 
and y% + y. Since y Gonvex on Em it is continuous, so v,(m) + v(y), But 
v)(m) 2 ~(4 2 F(Y), so d4 -+ cp(y>. Let E > 0. Let 
6 = min {T(X) I x E Em, Ij x - y 11 = c} - v(y). 
The minimum exists because q~ is continuous and the set 
{xEE” I II x -Y II = 4 
is compact. Furthermore, 6 > 0 because v achieves its minimum uniquely 
at y. Let N be so large that 1 v(x,J - p(y) 1 < 6 for n > N. 
Suppose that for some n > ,V, I/ x, - y 11 3 E. Then there is a t with 
0 < t < 1 such that if x = tx, + (1 - t) y, then 11 x - y II = 6. Hence, 
V(Y) + 6 d d4 d M&a) + (1 - 4 T(Y) 
< t(P(Y) + 3 + (1 - 4 T(Y) 
G Y’(Y) + 6. 
This is a contradiction. Therefore, I/ x, - y II < E for n 3 N, so x, + y. 
Q.E.D. 
Section I.2 
In this section we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions on the varia- 
tion of v and of H so that M(p, 1 H) varies in a closed manner. We first 
obtain a necessary condition on the variation of H, assuming q to be an 
arbitrary but fixed continuous function. 
THEOREM 1.2.1. Let T and X be metric spaces, and let H be a set-valued 
function from T to X. Suppose that for every continuous q~ : X+ R the set- 
valued function 
is closed at the point to E T. Then, for every sequence {tn} C T with tn -+ t, , 
linbrn H(t,,) is either empty 01 equal to H(t,). - 
PROOF. Let (t,,} C T be a sequence with t, + t, . Suppose lirn+,, H(t,) 
is nonempty. Then there is an x0 E liq+, H(t,) and x0 = liqzxm where 
x, E H(t,) for n sufficiently large. Define v : X+ R by 
y(x) = inf d(x, x,), 
n 
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where d is the metric in X. We have p(x) > 0 for all x. p(xJ = 0 and 
x, E H(t,) for n large, so x, E M(p) / H(&)) f or n large. Consequently, since v 
is continuous, t -+ M(p, 1 H(t)) is closed at to , so 
x0 = lim x, E lim M(p, / H(t,)) C M(v 1 H(t,)) C H(t,). - 
Therefore, lim.+,, H(t,) C H(&-,). 
Suppose that liq,, H(t,J # H(t,). Then there is a point x,,’ E H(t,) 
with x0’ 4 lim,, H(t,J. Hence, there is an E > 0 and an infinite subsequence 
{ni} of the positive integers such that 
d(xo’, H(t?Q)) > E for all i. 
Define#:X-tRby 
t/~(x) = min (d(x, x,,‘), iff d(x, x,J + e). 
For x E H(t,i), $(x) > E. Now l(I(xn,) = E, so xnt E M(# 1 H(t,J). Since 
I&,, tnt = t, , we have 
x0 = b&f xnt E g MO! I f&N c JWJ I WON. 
But 
#(x0) = pi #(x*J = l > 0 = #(xi) 
and x0’ E H(t,), so this is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
We now prove the converse of Theorem 1.2.1 in a strengthened form. 
THEOREM 1.2.2. Let H be a set-valued function from the metric space T 
to the metric space X. Let to E T and suppose that for every sequence {tn> C T 
with tn --+ to , lirn++, H(T,) is either empty or equal to H(t,). Let {v,,} and IJI 
be continuous real-valuedfunctions on X such that p,, -+ q~ uniformly on compact 
sets. Then, for each sequence {tn} C T with t, + to , 
In particular, taking ?n = ~ZJ for all n, the set-valued function 
t - wp, I H(t)) 
is closed at t,, .
PROOF. Let {tn} C T with t, --f to . Suppose x0 E lirn,,, M(P~ 1 H(Q). 
Then x0 = lim+,, x, where x, E n/r(,, ( H(Q) fern large. We have 
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x0 E lim++m H(t,), so liq,, H(t,) = H(t,). Let x0’ E H(&). Then 
X0 ’ =lim n+m %I ’ where x,’ E H(t,,) for 12 large. Hence, T~(x,J < ~~(x,‘) for , 
n large. 
The set consisting of the points {xn}, {x,‘}, x0, and x0’ is the union of two 
convergent sequences together with their limits, so it is compact. Now q~,, + v 
uniformly on compact sets. Consequently, 
Since this holds for every x0’ E H(t,), x0 E M(p, 1 H(2,)). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.2.3. Suppose that the functions {F~} and q~ in Theorem 1.2.2 
have the form 
where I/ is a continuous real-valued function on 
{a} and p, are points in P with p, + p. . Then 
X X P, P is a metric space, 
PROOF. It suffices to show that v,, + v uniformly on compact subsets of X. 
Let Q C X be compact and let E > 0. For each x E Q there is a neighborhood 
U, of x in X and a neighborhood V, of p, in P such that 
I #(Y, P> - ICI@, PO) I < + 
for y E U, and P E V, . The {Uz}zco form a covering of Q. Let U%, ,..., Uz,, 
be a finite subcovering. Let V = Vnl n *** n Vzn . Now V is a neighborhood 
of p, , so there is an N such that p, E V for n > N. Let x E Q and let n > N. 
Then x E U=, for some i and p,, , p, E V C VzS . Hence, 
I P&9 - P)(x) I = I +(x9 Pn) - 9% PO) I 
< I 44% Pn) - #(Xi > PO) I + I cc% 9 PO) - $4% PO) I < E* 
Q.E.D. 
If His a set-valued function from the metric space T to the metric space X, 
Theorems 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 give necessary and sufficient conditions on H for 
the set-valued function t -+ M(g, 1 H(t)) to be closed for every continuous 
v:X+R. 
Furthermore, taken together with Corollary 1.2.3, they imply, roughly 
speaking, that if the variation of H is such that M(cp 1 H) varies in a closed 
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manner for each fixed, continuous 9, then M(g, I H) varies in a closed man- 
ner if q~ is allowed to vary by means of a parameter in which it is continuous. 
The next corollary treats the case of fixed Hand variable v. This result has a 
simple direct proof and is almost certainly known, although we have not 
found a reference. 
COROLLARY 1.2.4. Let H be a metric space. Let pla and v be continuous 
real-valued functions on H such that p)n -+ CJI uniformly on compact sets, then 
PROOF. Clear from Theorem 1.2.2. Q.E.D. 
It is clear from Theorem 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 and Corollary 1.2.3 that the closed 
variation of M(v 1 H) with variation of 9) and His reduced to the closed varia- 
tion of M(p, 1 H) with fixed p and variation of H. 
Section I.3 
In this section we find conditions for M*(~J 1 H(t)) to be a continuous 
function of t. Our results on this problem apply only in a much more limited 
context. 
THEOREM 1.3.1. Let H be a set-valued function from the metric space T to 
En. Suppose that H(t) is closed for each t E T. Let T’ be the subset of T consisting 
of those points t for which H(t) is nonempty. 
Let t, E T’. Suppose that for every non-negative convex g, : En -+ R the 
function 
t -+ M*(v I H(t)) 
is continuous at t, if t, is in its domain. Then for every sequence (tm} C T’ with 
4n -+ to 9 
;i H(t,) = H(t,). 
PROOF. Let (t,,J C T’ be a sequence with t, -+ t, . We first show that 
limm+m H(t,) C H(t,). Let y0 E G,,, H(t,). Then y,, E lim,+, H(t,,) for 
for some infinite subsequence (mi} of the positive integers. Applying Theo- 
rem I-1.11 with HI = H(t,) and H,+1 = H(t,,J for i > 0 we obtain a 
non-negative convex function v : E” -+ R with 
M*b I WmJ) = xi 3 M*(P, I Wo)) = xo , 
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and 
Since t -+ M*(v 1 H(t)) is continuous at t, , 
y. = gl xi = $2 M*(p, ) H&J) = M*(p, 1 H(Q) = x0 E H&J. 
Now we show that 
Since 
H(t,) C lim H(t,). 
miii 
lim H(t,) C 5 H(t,) 
m-ra, 
by (1.1.2), this will complete the proof. 
Let y. E H(t,) and apply Theorem 1.1.11 with H, = H(t,). We obtain 
a convex function v with 
M*b I H&n)) = xm 
and 
J.f*cp, IE-1 = Yo * 
Since y. E H(t,) and q(yo) < v(x) for all x E En, y. = x0 . Therefore, 
y. = M*(p, \ H(t,)) = Ll M*(v ) H(Q) E lim M(g, 1 H(L)) C E H&J. 
m-m 77%-Ko 
Q.E.D. 
AS the following example shows, the converse of Theorem 1.3.1 is false. 
EXAMPLE. Let T = [0, co) and En = E2. Let 
t 
{(t, O), (6 - l/t)) 
H(t) = ((0, O)} 
if t > 0, 
if t = 0. 
Then T’ = T and liw,, H(t,) = H(t) whenever tn + t. If we define 
v:E2+Rby 
‘PC% , XP) = e-7 
then q is convex and non-negative and 
((6 - l/t)> 
MT I H(t)) = Ijo, o)j 
if t > 0, 
if t = 0. 
Hence M*(v I H(t)) is defined for all t E T, but it is discontinuous at t = 0. 
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We now prove two restricted converses of Theorem 1.3.1. 
THEOREM 1.3.2. Let H, T, and T’ be as in Theorem 1.3.1. Suppose that 
H(t) is connectedfor each t E T’. Let t, E T’ and suppose that H(t,) is compact 
and, for every sequence {tn} C T’ with t, + t, , we have limndm H(t,) = H(t,,). 
If p : En -+ R is continuous, then the function 
t - M*(9, I H(t)) 
is continuous at t, if to is in its domain. 
(Note. Theorem 1.3.2 does not assume that y is convex.) 
PROOF. Suppose to is in the domain of M*(v 1 H). Let (tn} be a sequence 
of points in the domain of M*(p / H) with t, -+ to . Then {tn} C T’, so 
lim,,, H(t,) = H(t,,). Now H(t,) is compact, so it is contained in a bounded 
open subset U of En. We have 
lim H(t,) = H(t,,) f ,D 
Gil 
and ii H(t,) = H(t,) C U. 
The boundary of U is a closed bounded subset of En, so it is compact. Hence, 
by Theorem 1.1.8, H(t,) C U for n sufficiently arge. 
The sequence (A!!*(? 1H(Q)} is bounded, so if it does not converge 
to M*(p, 1 H(Q) then there is an infinite sequence (n,} such that 
M*(p, I Wni)) - xo 9 where x0 # M*(p, j H(t,)). Now tni ---t o , so by Theo- 
rem 1.2.2 
This is a contradiction. Hence M*(p, 1 H(Q) + M*(v 1 H(t,)). Q.E.D. 
Recall that a real-valued function v on En is quasi-convex if, for every 
real a, the set of x for which y(x) < a is convex. Every convex function is 
quasi-convex. 
THEOREM 1.3.3. Let H, T, and T’ be as in Theorem 1.3.1. Suppose H(t) 
is closed and convex for every t E T. Let to E T’ and suppose that for every 
sequence {t,,J C T’ with t, -+ to , lim,, H(t,) = H(t,). Let v be a continuous, 
quasi-convex function on En. If M(v I H(t,)) is nonempty and M(v 1 H(t,)) C U 
where U is a bounded open subset of En, then M(g, I H(t)) C U for all t in some 
neighborhood of to . 
PROOF. Let M = M(p, / H(t,)). Now M is closed and bounded so it is 
compact. Hence, since MC U, d(M, En - U) = E > 0. Let 
V = {x E En 1 d(M, x) < c}. 
W’e have MC V C U and V is an open bounded subset of En. 
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The set H(t,) n VC N(t,) n 7 which is closed, so 
H(t,) n VC H(t,) n T. 
Let x E H(t,) n 7. Then d(x, M) < E and, since M is compact, 
4% M) = 4% Y> f or some y E MC H(t,,). Let 0 < h < 1. Then 
Ay + (1 - A) x E H(t,,) because H(t,,) is convex. Furthermore, 
d(Ay + (1 - 4 x, M) < 49~ + (1 - 4 x, y) = (1 - 4 4x, Y) < 6, 
so Ay + (1 - A) x E V. Therefore, 
Hence, 
x=p~(hy+(l -h)x)EH(qJn V. 
H( to) n P = H(t,) n V. 
Suppose the conclusion of Theorem 1.3.3 does not hold. Then there is a 
sequence {tm} C T with t, -+ t,, such that M(y 1 H(t,)) is not contained in U. 
Hence, M(p, I H(hJ) is nonempty, so (t,J C T’. 
Let rf be the subspace of T’ consisting of the points {a} and the point t, . 
Let X? be the set-valued function from p to En given by f?(t) = H(t) n 7. If 
{zm) C p C T’ is a sequence with 2, -+ t, , then 
lim H&J = fin H(t) = H(t,). 
mii 
Now 
H(t,) n V = H(t,) n V, 
so, by Theorem 1.1.10, 
lim A&) = lim (H&) n r) = H(t,) n P =A(t,). 
miii ?I&* 
For each m, the set l?(t,J is compact, so there is a point X, E M(p, 1 l?(&J). 
By assumption, there is a point ym. E M(~J 1 H(t,)) which is not in U and 
hence not in V. Now x, E 7, so the line segment [xm , y,J contains a point 
z, in the boundary of V. We have x, , ym E H(t,) which is convex, so 
z, E H(&J. Therefore, z, E fi(tm). Now I < v(x,J and v is quasi- 
convex so p(z,J < v(x,J. Hence, z, E M(g, 1 &(t,)). There is an infinite 
sequence {mi} such that z,~ --+ z where z is in the boundary of V. By 
Theorem 1.2.2, 
z = lim z,, 
i-u E 2 WV I ii4rJ> C Mb I fi(h)) C Mb I WON. 
But this contradicts the assumption that M(p, 1 H(Q) C V. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 1.3.4. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.3.3, the function 
t - M*(P I H(t)) 
is continuous at to whenever t, is in its domain. 
PROOF. Immediate. Q.E.D. 
II. LINEAR CONSTRAINTS 
Section II. 1 
In Part II we study the continuity properties of M(p, 1 H) and M*(v 1 H), 
where y is a real-valued function defined on Em, and where H is defined by 
linear inequalities. In particular, we wish to obtain conditions for M(v ) H) 
to be a closed function and M*(p) 1 H) to be a continuous function of the 
parameters in the linear inequalities defining H. According to the results of 
Part I, we need only look at the behavior of lim,+, Hi , and i&+, Hi , 
where {Hi} is a sequence of subsets of Euclidean space, the Hi being defined 
by linear inequalities whose parameters converge as i-t CO. 
Since every linear equality can be represented by two linear inequalities, 
results for constraint sets defined by systems of linear inequalities can be 
applied to constraint sets defined by systems of linear equalities and linear 
inequalities. 
We first wish to establish some basic notions and results. 
By an afine function f : En + Em we mean a function definable by 
f(x) = ax + 6, where a is an m by n matrix and b is an m-dimensional column 
vector. Note that f defines a and b uniquely. The functions f (x)1 ,..., f (x)m 
will be called the coordinates off. The numbers (a,? 1 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n> 
and {b, 1 1 < r < m} will be called the coeficients off. Every affine function f, 
from En to Em, can be identified with the point in E(n+ljrn defined by its 
coefficients. Thus, the set of affine functions from En to Em can be regarded 
as a metric space. 
If x, y E E”, then the statement x < y will mean that xi < y1 for each 
pair of corresponding components xi , yi . By x < y we mean that xi < ya 
for each i. 
PROPOSITION 11.1.1. Let {f ‘} and f be afine functions from En to Em. The 
following statements are equivalent : 
(4 f’-ff, 
(b) f’(x) --f f (x) for each x E En, 
(c) f’(x) -+ f (x) uniformly in x on every bounded subset of En. 
PROOF. Immediate. Q.E.D. 
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If f is an affine function from En to E m, then H(f) will denote the subset 
of En defined by 
H(f) = ix E E” If(x) < 01. 
We will also consider the set function 
f- H(f) n c, 
where C is a fixed subset of En. This set function will be denoted H n C. 
We are thus interested in the behavior of such objects as 
lim (H(f’) A C) and 
;I;;;;; 
g (H(f’) n C> 
for convergent sequences, {f’}, of affine functions. 
THEOREM. Let C be a closed convex set with nonempty (topological) interior. 
Let f and {f ‘} be a&e functions from En to Em with f T -+ f. Then 
(11.1.2). iz& (Wf ‘1 n Cl C Wf > n C> 
(11.1.3). l&r,.,, (H( f ‘) n C) is a closed convex subset of H(f) n C, 
(11.1.4). If H(f) n C has nonempty interior and no component of f is 
identicalb zero, then lim+,oc (H( f ‘) n C = H(f) n C, and 
(II. 1 S). ;f H( f) n C has empty interior or some component off is identically 
zero, then, for any closed convex subset Q of H(f) n C, the functions f c may be 
chosen so that 
lim (H( f ‘) n C) = Q. 
r-m 
PROOF OF (11.1.2). Let x E lim7+m (H( f ‘) n C). Then x = lim xi , where 
xi E H(f’*) n C for some infinite sequence {ri}. Now C is closed, so x E C. 
The sequence {xi} is bounded because it is convergent and f ri -+ f as i -+ CO. 
Hence, 
f(x) = liif “i(XJ < 0, 
so x~H(f). Q.E.D. (11.1.2). 
(11.1.3) follows from (11.1.2) and properties (1.1.2), (1.1.4), and (1.1.7) of 
the inner limit. Q.E.D. (11.1.3). 
The proof of (11.1.4) and (11.1.5) depends on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 11.1.6. A closed convex subset Q of En is equal to the intersection of 
countably many closed half-spaces. 
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PROOF. According to Berge ([I], p. 166), Q is representable in the form 
Q = flaGA H, where (Y E A indexes the supporting half-spaces of Q. Since 
En has a countable basis, A has a countable subset A’ with 
f-J He = Q HQ * Q.E.D. (11.1.6). 
LEMMA 11.1.7. The closure of the interior of a convex set Q with nonempty 
interior is the closure of Q. 
PROOF. Eggleston ([2], Corollary 3, p. 11). Q.E.D. (11.1.7). 
Now suppose that the hypotheses of (11.1.4) are satisfied. Let x be in the 
interior of H(f) n C. We claim f(x) < 0. If not, f<(x) = 0 for some com- 
ponent fi off. Now fi is nonconstant, for if it were constant it would be 
identically zero. Hence, there are points y arbitrarily close to x for which 
fd(y) > 0. This contradicts the assumption that x is in the interior of 
H(f) n C. 
Now, 
so f ?(x) < 0 for r sufficiently large. Hence, x E H( f ‘) n C for Y sufficiently 
large. Therefore, 
x = li+i x, E jig (H(f’) n C). 
Since hm,,, (H(f+) n C) is closed and contains the interior of H(f) n C, 




and the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. (X1.4). 
Finally, suppose that the hypotheses of (II.1.5) are satisfied. Suppose that 
f(x) < 0 for some x E C. Then no component off vanishes indentically, so 
H(f) n C must have empty interior. But there is an open neighborhood U 
of x such that f (y) < 0 for y E U. By Lemma II. 1.7, U intersects the interior 
of C so a nonempty open subset of U is contained in H(f) n C. This is a 
contradiction. Hence, the system of inequalities f(x) < 0 has no solution 
x E C. Therefore, according to Berge ([l], p. 200), there is a point 0 E Em 
with 0 2 0 and 0 # 0 such that 
e *f(x) = f 0,f,(x) 2 0 
i=l 
for all x E c. 
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By Lemma 11.1.6, there is a sequence of affine functions (gl, g2, *me}, 
gr : En + R, such that Q consists of exactly those points x for which gr(x) < 0 
for all r. Since g’(z) < 0 if and only if hgr(x) < 0, where h is any positive 
real number, we may assume that the coefficients of the gr are uniformly 
bounded. 
We define a sequence of affine functions {hr}, h’ : En --+ R as follows: 
hl zgl 
h2 = +gl, ha = +g”, 
h* = $g’, h5 = tg”, h* = Qg”, 
Let i, , 1 < i,, < m, be such that eiO > 0. Let f * : En -+ Em be the affine 
function with components 
fj’ = 1 2. + h’ 
if j#i,, 
if j = i, . 
Then f r -+ f because the coefficients ofthe gr are uniformly bounded. 
Let x E Q C H(f) n C. Then f(x) < 0 and g’(x) < 0 for all r. Hence, 
f r(x) < 0 for all r, so 
x = li+i x E lim (H( f ‘) n C). 
r-a* 
Therefore, Q C limr+- (H( f ‘) n C). 
--;- 
Now let x E llrn,+, (H( f ‘) n C). Then x = limr+co x, , where 
x, E H( f r) n C % Y sufficiently arge. If x $ Q, then g”(z) > 0 for some k. 
Hence, gk(X,.) > 0 for r sufficiently arge. Let {ri} be the infinite sequence of 
integers uch that h’i = (l/rJ gk. For i sufficiently arge, 
&%) > o 
hTi(x,J = 7 . 
2 
Now x,< E H( f ‘6) n C C C, so 0 -f (xvi) 2 0. Hence, 
0 < b’iOhc’(x,i) < &,,h+i(x,.J + 0 . f (xrl) = 0 -f Q(x,.J> 
but this contradicts the fact thatf ri(X,i) < 0. Therefore, x EQ. Q.E.D. (11.1.5). 
We will call an affine function f nondegenerate with respect to the set C 
iffsatisfies the hypothesis of (11.1.4). Otherwise, f will be said to be degenerate 
with respect to C. Theorems II. 1.2 through II. 1.5, together with the preceding 
theorems, show that if v is continuous and C is closed and convex, then the 
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set function M(p, / H(f) n C) off is closed at every nondegenerate point f 
(see Theorem 1.2.2). Furthermore, M*(9, 1 H(f) n C) is continuous at a 
nondegenerate point f in its domain, provided that either p is quasi-convex 
or H(f) n C is bounded (see Theorems 1.3.2 and 1.3.3.) 
On the other hand, if f is degenerate, then for some continuous v, 
M(p, 1 H n C) is not closed at f, and for some convex p, f is in the domain 
of M*(v 1 H n C) but this function is not continuous at f. 
Section II.2 
Even though the functions M(p, 1 H n C) and M*(, / H n C) need not 
be well behaved at a degenerate point when we consider them as functions 
on the entire space of affine functions, we can guarantee that the functions 
are respectively closed and continuous at a degenerate point f if we restrict 
their domains to a suitable subspace of the space of affine functions. To make 
our results as sensitive as possible, we will phrase them in terms of conditions 
on a sequence {f ‘} of affine functions converging to an affine function f which 
will insure that limr+m (H(fr) n C) and lim,,, (H( f r) n C) have suitable 
properties even thoughf is degenerate. 
Our basic results are Theorems 11.2.1 and 11.2.2. These theorems are basic 
only in the logical sense. The most useful results are their corollaries, which 
are given in Section 11.3. The corollaries have, generally, the same conclu- 
sions; but have hypotheses which are easier to verify in practice. 
The proofs of 11.2.1 and 11.2.2 are long and complicated. We suggest that 
anyone planning to read them first arm himself with motivation by reading 
Section 11.3. 
Theorem 11.2.2 asserts that under certain conditions either 
limr+m H(fr) = H(f) or H(f ‘) is empty for infinitely many r. This is 
equivalent to the condition on the limiting behavior of the H(f’) hypothesized 
by Theorems 1.3.2 and 1.3.3. Furthermore it implies that l+,,, H(f ‘) 
is either empty or equal to H(f), which is the condition hypothesized by 
Theorem 1.2.2. 
We have included Theorem 11.2.3 for completeness. It asserts that Theo- 
rem 11.2.2 is in some sense a best possible result. 
Let 
Pm = (0 E En” 1 B > 0 and 0 # O}. 
If 0 E Pm, we define the carrier of 0 by 
carr e = {i 1 1 < i < m, ei > O}. 
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Let 
Then P-l is a compact subset of Pm. 
THEOREM 11.2.1. Let {f’} and f be a&e functions from En to Em with 
f * -+ f. Let C be a closed convex subset of En. Suppose that, for each B E LP--~ 
such that 0 *f(x) > 0 fo-r all x E C, there is a sequence {Q C Am-l such that 
carr f3r C carr 6’ and 0’ . f ‘(x) < 0 for all x E C and all su$ickntly large T. Then 
hi (H(f r) n C) = H(f) n C. 
PROOF. By Theorem 11.1.2. it is sufficient toshow that 
H(f) n C C 2 (Wf 7) n 0 
Suppose that x,, E H(f) n C and x,, 4 lim,+, (H(f ‘) n C). Then there is 
an E > 0 and an infinite subset 1 ofthe positive integers such that 
4x, 9 H( f ‘) n C) 3 E for each r E I. Hence, if we let 
N = ix E C 1 d(x, x,,) < $1 , 
the system of inequalities 
has no solution in N when r E I. Now N is a compact convex subset of En so, 
according to Berge (El], p. 202), f or each r E I there is a point ti E Am-l 
such that 
87 -f r(x) > 0, for XEN. 
We may assume that 0r is chosen so that carr 8’ contains as few elements as 
possible. 
Since each carr fP is a subset of a fixed finite set, there is an infinite subset 
1 of I such that carr 07 = carr BJ for every Y, s EII. Since Am-1 is compact, 
there is an infinite subset J C I’ such that the sequence {or}, I E J converges 
to a point 0 E Am-l. 
The points {fP>, Y E J all have the same carrier, so carr 0 C carr 0’ for 
r E J. Furthermore, since f + -+ f, 
for XEN. 
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NOW 
so 
x0 E H(f) f-l c c H(f) and 
0 b 0 .f(xo) > 0 
x0 E N, 
so that 0 .f(xo) = 0. Let x be any point in C. For each real t let 
g(t) = e *f((l - t) x0 + tx). 
We haveg(0) = B *f(xo) = 0. S incex,andxarebothinC,(l -r)x,+tx~C 
for 0 < t < 1. Hence, by the definition of N, (1 - t) x0 + ix E N for all 
sufficiently small positive t. Thus, for all small positive t, 
g(t) = e *f((l - t) x0 + tx) 3 0. 
This, the linearity of g, and the fact that g(0) = 0 imply that 
0 *f(x) = g(l) 3 0. We have thus shown that 
0 *f(x) t 0 for all x EC. 
Let Y be a sufficiently arge element of J. Since 0 ~k+l, by hypothesis 
there is a point ~7 E Am-1 such that carr vr C carr 0 C carr 0r and 
v’ *f’(x) d 0 for all x E c. 
Hence, 
(er - tfj .fy~) > 0, for XEN and t > 0. 
Since carr @C carr 8’, we can choose t > 0 so that Br - tvr 2 0 and 
carr (er - t$) 2 carr 8’. Now 0’ - tp)’ # 0 because x0 EN and hence 
(tP - tp’) *f’(x,,) > 0. Therefore, there is a h > 0 such that hb - At@ E Am. 
But 
(A87 - htf) ,fqx) > 0 for XGN 
and 
carr (Aec - Xtqc) = carr (er - tf) 2 carr 8’ 
which contradicts the minimality of the carrier of 0’. Q.E.D. 
We will now use Theorem 11.2.1 to prove a more general result. First, we 
need some additional notation. 
Let f be an affine function from En to E m. The (unique) matrix, a, such that 
f(x) = ux + b will be called the matrix off and the rank of this matrix will 
be called the rank off. If 
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is a subset of {l,..., m}, then P will denote the space of r-tuples of real 
numbers (xi, ,..., xi,) indexed on the set I. fi will denote the afhne function 
from En to Et with coordinates (fi, ,..., fi,). If c is a point in Em, then f + c 
will denote the affine function with coordinates 
fi + ci ? l<i<PZ. 
THEOREM 11.2.2. Let {f ‘> and f be afine functions from En to Em with 
f’-f. Let 
I = {i ) 1 < i < m and fi(x) = 0 for all x E H(f)). 
Suppose that 
Then either 
limAup (rank f;) < rank fi , 
& Wf ‘) = H(f) 
or H( f ‘) is empty for injkitely many Y in which case 
is empty. 
lim H(f ‘) 
zz 
PROOF. If H(f) is empty, the conclusion follows from Theorem 11.1.2, 
taking C = En, so we suppose that H(f) is nonempty. 
LEMMA 11.2.3. Let J = {1,2 ,..., m} - I. There is an x,, E H(f) such that 
fJ(XO) < 0. 
PROOF. By definition, for each j E J there is an xj E H(f) such that 
fj(xj) < 0. Let x,, be the average of the xi , j E J. Q.E.D. (11.2.3). 
LEMMA 11.2.4. There is a 0 E EIsuch that 0 > 0 and 19 * fl is identically zero. 
PROOF. For each i ~1 we will construct a 0 E E* with 0 > 0, f3# > 0, and 
0 * fi = 0. The sum of these B’s will be the point required. 
Let i, E I and suppose that the system of inequalities 
fi(X) < 0, iEI, i#i,, 
f&4 + 1 < 0 
has a solution x E En. Since f/(x0) < 0, for t sufficiently small and positive, 
(1 - t) x,, + tx E H( f ). But x0 E H(f) so fi,(xO) < 0. This and the fact that 
fi,(x) < - 1 imply that 
f&l - t) x0 + tx) -=C 0, 
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contradicting the fact that i,, ~1. Hence, the system of inequalities has no 
solution. By Motzkin’s Theorem there exists 0 E E’ with 0 > 0 such that 
0 *h(x) + ego > 0 for all xeEn. 
Hence, 0 .fl is constant. Now 0 *fr(xO) = 0 (because x,, E H(f)) so 0 . fr = 0. 
Finally, 
eio = es0 + e -fi(~o) > 0. 
Q.E.D. (11.2.4). 
If H(fr) is empty for infinitely many r, we are done. Hence, we may assume 
that there is a sequence (x,.} C En with x, E H(fr) for Y sufficiently large. 
Let K = rank fi and let I’ be a subset of I containing exactly K elements 
such that rank fr, = K. Since the rank of a matrix is a lower semicontinuous 
function of its coefficients, 
By assumption, 
K = rankfr, < li:inf rankf;, . 
limzup rank fir < rank fI = k. 
Hence, for r sufficiently large, 
k < rank f ;I < rank fr < k, 
so that rank f 1, = rank frT = k, for all large Y. 
Let K = (0) u I’ u J. Define affine functions h and {h’} from En to EK by 
-5 fj(x) if i = 0, 
hi(x) = 
f&9 if iEI’U J, 
-j$, (fj'Cx> -f&d) if i = 0, 
if iEI’, 
if i E J. 
These functions have the following properties: 
(1) H(f) c w4 
(2) H(h’) C H(fr) for r sufficiently large, and 
(3) h+-th. 
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Statement (1) is trivial since, if x E H(f), thenfJ(x) < 0 andfi(x) = 0. To 
see (2), let Y be so large that x, E H(fr) and rankf;, = rankfIr = k. Let 
x E H(P) and let i E I’. Then 
0 2 h/(x) 2 c hi’(X) = - h,+(x) > 0, 
&I’ 
so,f;t(x) =f;P(x,). If i is any element of 1, then 
fi'=p'f;'+ c 
for some p E EI’ and some constant C. Hence, 
fi'(x) = p *f;*(x) + c = I* *f;&.) + c =fi'(xJ. 
Therefore, fir(x) =f$'(x,). B u x, E H(f'), sof,'(x,) < 0. Thus, t 
Finally, 
fi'(x) = v(g d 0, 
so x E H(fT). 
To prove (3) it suffices to show that 
fi'(4 - 0. 
LEMMA 11.2.5. For r su.ciently large, there is a tP E E1 such that 8* -f; is 
constant. The sequence (tip} may be chosen so that lP -+ 0 (where B is as in Lemma 
ZZ.2.4), in which case I37 > 0 for r sujiciently large (because 0 > 0). 
PROOF. Let Y be so large that rank fip = rank f :, . Then there is a pr E B’ 
and a constant cr such that 
Now p7 is the unique solution of a system of linear equations whose coefi- 
cients depend continuously on fir, so tar is a continuous function of fir. In 
the limit, 
e*f~=o=o*f~~+o, 
so pr -N 0. Define 0” by 
4’ = 
I 
di - pi7 if i EZ’, 
#gi if iEZ---I’. 
Then 8’ -+ 0 and 
el.f;=e.fi'-~~.f;,=c'. 
Q.E.D. (11.2.5). 
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Now let Y be so large that X, E Il(f’) and ti7 > 0. Let i ~1. Then 
0 > e,‘fi’(x,) > B’ -fIyx,) = 8’ -f&J. 
Now 
e7 *fy(x,) + 8 *f,(q)) = 0 and eic --+ ei # 0. 
Therefore, fir(x,.) + 0, and (3) is established. 
We claim that the functions h and (hr} satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 
11.2.1 with C = En. Let &’ be the cardinality of K. Suppose that for some 
v E A”l, 9 . h(x) 3 0 for all x E E”. If j E J, h,(~,,) = fj(x,) < 0. But 
x0 E H(f) c H(h), so 
g&J 3 p * 4x0) 2 0. 
Therefore, qua = 0. Hence, 
Now v - h is constant and the rows of the matrix of fp are linearly indepen- 
dent, so 
‘Pi - VO = O for each iEIl. 
Consequently, for each Y, 
P * h’ = p,dz,’ + c qdv = 1 (vi - vo) hi” = 0 < 0, 
iel’ isIn 
so we may take the sequence {TV’) required by the hypotheses of Theorem 
11.2.1 to be constantly equal to 9. 
Now we have, by (l), (2), and Theorem 11.2.1, 
H(f) C H(h) = li+i H(h’) = lim H(h’) C z H(f’), 
T+CC 
so Theorem 11.2.2 follows from Theorem 11.1.2. Q.E.D. (11.2.2). 
In the above argument we have tacitly assumed that I and J are nonempty. 
If I is empty, the result reduces to Theorem 11.1.4. If J is empty, we take 
x0 to be any point in H(f ), and the above argument applies. 
Observe that the hypotheses of Theorem 11.2.2 place restrictions only on the 
matrices of the functions fir, not their constant coefficients. We now show 
that Theorem 11.2.2 is the best possible result in the sense that if the con- 
dition on the matrices of the frT is not satisfied, then for suitable choices of 
the constant coefficients ofthef, the conclusion of Theorem 11.2.2 does not 
hold. 
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THEOREM 11.2.6. Let f, {f’], and I be as in Theorem II.2.2, with f-f. 
Suppose that H(f) is nonempty and that 
lim+%up rankf,r > rankfi . 
Then there is a sequence (c*} of points in Em with tic = 0 for i $ I and cc --t 0 
such that limr.+ao H( f 7 + c’) is a proper, nonempty subset of H( f ). - 
PROOF. Let J = (1, 2,..., m} -I. By Lemma 11.2.3 there is a point 
x,, E H(f) such that fJ(xo) < 0. Define the sequence cT by 
tic = - fiYd 
1 
if i E 4 
0 if i E J. 
Then cr ---f 0 (because frr(x,) -+f,(q) = 0). 
We have 
fi’(%) + Cl7 = fir(%) -fr2(%) = 0 < 0 
and 
~+~fJ’(%) = fJ(%) -=I 0, 
so x0 E H( f + + cr) for r sufficiently arge. Hence, x0 E lim,,, H( f z + c’). 
It remains to show that there is a point in H(f)yhich is not in 
lim,,, H( f r + c’). Let A denote the matrix of fI , and A’ denote the matrix 
offir. Then 
limAup rank A’ > rank A, 
so there is an infinite subset K of the positive integers uch that 
rank A’ > rank A for ail YEK. 
In the following a point in Ek will be regarded as a Fz x 1 matrix. If M is a 
matrix, a will denote its transpose. For v E Ek, 11 v 11 = (&)1/Z will denote the 
usual norm in Ek. 
Let 
V-={VEE~~AV=O}. 
For each I E K let 
Now V and C, are convex subsets of En. Suppose that for all sufficiently arge 
T E K, the sets V and C, are disjoint. Then by Berge ([l], p. 163), for each such 
Y E K there is a hyperplane separating V and C, . Hence there is nonzero 
ur E En and a real number a7 such that 
28 * x > a7 if x E v, 
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and 
UT. x < a7 if x E c, . 
We may assume I/ ur // = 1. 
If x E V, then Xx E V for any real /\. Therefore, 
Hence, 
and also 
Au -x>ar for all real X and x E v. 
ur*x=o for any x E v, 
a’ < 0. 
This implies that tlr is a linear combination of the rows of A. That is, 
Iz* =&A or UT = A& 
for some 6’ E I?. If I’ is the set of indices of a maximal linearly independent 
subset of the rows of A, we may choose @’ with carr 8r C I’. With this addi- 
tional restriction 8’ is unique, and it is a continuous function of ur. 
Let {zi} C K be an infinite subsequence such that ZJQ --+ u. Then err -+ 8, 
where u = Ae. The coordinates of the points 0’4 are uniformly bounded 
since (Pi} is a convergent subsequence. By Lemma 11.2.4 there is a 0 E Er 
with f? > 0 and 0 . fr = 0. For X sufficiently arge, B+r + ;\t? > 0 for all i. Now 
AB = o, so 
Api + ~0) = Api = u~i. 
We have &d(@ + h#) E C,., so 
s&qe~~ + A@ < aTi < 0. 
Thereofore, 
o 2 & adye~f + A@ = izA(e + h0) = zu = I, 
which is a contradiction. Consequently, C,. n V is nonempty for infinitely 
many r E K. 
If C, n V = {0}, then A%9 = 0 for some B E E1 with 0 > 0. Therefore, 
ax = Ayx + xe) E c, for xeE’ 
if we take h so large that x + X0 > 0. Hence, G, is the subspace of En gene- 
rated by the rows of A’. Now 
dimV+dimC,=n-rankA+rankAr>n. 
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This contradicts our assumption that V n C, = (0). Therefore, for infinitely 
many r E K there is a nonzero v’ E V n C, which we may assume to have 
norm 1. 
Let {Ye} C K be an infinite sequence such that vr* -+ v. Then 11 v 11 = 1, 
and Av = 0. Since fJ(xo) < 0, we may choose u > 0 so small that 
f~(x, + ~4 < 0. Now 
f&o + 4 = f&d + 44 = f&o) d 0, 
so x0 + ow E H(f). Suppose that x,, + uv E lim,,, H(fr + cr). Then 
x0 + 6u = lim,,, X, , where X, E H(fr + c’) for rfficiently large. 
For each i, let urt = x,. - x,, . I Then uri -+ ow. For i sufficiently arge, 
Arid’ = A”x,~ - A’$, =f;‘(x+,) -f;‘(xJ 
= f+r’(x,,) + c;’ < 0. 
Now V-EC,., i SO v+‘# = fi@i for some 8”~ > 0. Therefore, 
aqua’ = &iAr~~~i < 0 for i large. 
Hence, 
This contradiction shows that x0 + uv #l&r,,, H(fr + cc). 
Q.E.D. (11.2.6). 
Section II.3 
In this section we obtain a number of results which follow quickly from 
the theorems of Section 11.2. Some of these results have hypotheses which are 
considerably easier to verify than those of Section 11.2. 
COROLLARY 11.3.1. Let f be an afine function from En to Em, and let cr 
be a sequence of points in EllZ with cr -+ 0. Then either 
p+z H( f + c’) = H(f) 
or H( f + cr) is empty for infinitely many Y. 
PROOF. Since the matrix off + c7 is the same as the matrix off, this 
follows at once from Theorem 11.2.2. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 11.3.2. Let f and {f ‘} be afine functions from En to Em with 
f ’ -+ f. Let 
I = {i 1 1 < i ,< m andfi(x) = 0 for all x E H(f)]. 
If the matrix of fi has full rank, then either 
or H( f ‘) is empty for injinitely many r. 
PROOF. Theorem 11.2.1. Q.E.D. 
If f and g are affine functions from En to E* and Em’, respectively, we 
define 
H( f, g) = {x E E”) /f(x) < 0 and g(x) = 0). 
Thus H( f, g) represents a constraint set defined by a mixed system of linear 
equalities and linear inequalities. 
COROLLARY 11.3.3. Let f, {f ‘}, g, {g’} be a#ne functions from En to Em and 
Em’ with f r -+ f andg” -+ g. Let C be a convex subset of E”. Suppose for every 9,~ 
with 0 E Em, p E Em’, 6 3 0, fm which not both 0 and p are zero and such that 
6 . f (x) > 0 and q~ . g(x) = 0 for all x E C, there are sequences {P> of E” and 
($1 of Em’ such that for all su.ciently large r we have e7 > 0, not both 8’ and 
p)’ are zero, IP . f (x) < 0 and p7 * g(x) = 0 for all x E C, and carr 8’ C carr 8 
and carr pr C carry. Then 
p+T (H(f r, g’) n C) = Jqf, g) n C. 
PROOF. Let h = (f, g, - g) and hr = (f’, gr, - g’). Then h’ + h and 
H(h) = H(f, g). Apply Theorem 11.2.1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 11.3.4. Let f, {f ‘}, g, {g’> be afine functions f+-om En to Em 
and Em’ with f’ -+ f, g* + g. Let 
I={ij 1 <i<n,fi(x) =OforaZZxEH(f,g)}. 
Suppose that 
Then either limV+m H(f+, g’) = H( f, g) or H(f, g’) is empty for infinitely 
many r. 
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PROOF. Let h = (f, g, - g) and hr = (f’, g7, - g’). Then h’ -+ h, 
H(h) = H( f, g), and H(P) = H(f’, g’). Let 
Then 
I’ = {i 1 h,(x) = 0 for all x E H(h)}. 
Now 
hr = (f1, g, - g) and G = ( f;, gr, - g’). 
rank (f~ ,g, -g) = rmk(f,,g) and rank(fiT,gr, -g') = rank(fIr,gr), 
so the conclusion follows from Theorem 11.2.2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 11.3.5. Let f, {f ‘} and g, {g’} be afine functions from En to Em 
and Em’ , respectively, with f + + f and g’ --f g. Let 
I = (i 1 1 < i < m and f$(x) = Ofor allx ~H(f,g)}. 
Let A be the matrix of fI and B be the matrix of g. If the matrix ($) has full rank, 
then either 
F+p(f',g') = H(f,g) 
or H( f ?, gr) is empty for injinitely many Y. 
PROOF. Corollary 11.3.4. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 11.3.6.l Let g and {gT> be a@ne functions from En to Em with 
g+ 4 g. Let 
Let 
H = {x E Em 1 x > 0 andg(x) = O}. 
Let 
H7 = {x E Em 1 x 2 0 andgl(x) = 0). 
I = {r I 1 < r Q n and x, = 0 for all x E H}. 
If the matrix obtained from the matrix of g by deleting those columns whose 
indices are in I has full rank, then either lim,,, H+ = H or HT is empty for 
infinitely many 1. 
PROOF. Corollary 11.3.5 and some simple matrix manipulations. Q.E.D. 
1 This result in the case where I is empty and the g’ all have the same matrix was 
obtained by Lloyd Shapely prior to the authors’ proof. 
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